Abstract

The problem considered is make to order situations where products due dates and raw materials delivery times are constraints that the user must try to satisfy or negotiate. Those constraints, coupled with recipe and resource constraints, can be conveniently handled through constraints propagation techniques both in planning and scheduling. An interactive planning system is discussed where the user gets, after each decision, a feedback in terms of batches processing time windows, equipment units load and estimated resources utilization. APS-like scheduling heuristics exploit these measures to implement internal procedures to select batches in the sequential scheduling procedure.
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1. Introduction

In planning and scheduling problems any solution must respect some set of hard constraints and additionally the user would like some other set of soft constraints to be satisfied or violated to some acceptable extent. Typically the user will begin with the full set of constraints and if no feasible solution is obtained will proceed to relax some constraints evaluating the cost of its violation.

Scheduling techniques have always dealt with constraints enforcement in the form of constraints formulation in mathematical programming approaches or logical conditions to be enforced in direct search approaches. In a mathematical programming approach constraints must be formulated as equations before the problem is solved, so that they must be valid equations no matter what decisions are taken during the solve procedure. This can be a difficult or heavy task as for example when cumulative resources constraints must be introduced. On the other side direct search procedures like Branch & Bound, metaheuristics or other heuristics can trigger a specific constraint analysis only when a decision involved in the constraint is taken, e.g. capacity on a specific equipment unit is analyzed only if a task is scheduled on that unit. Combination of the two approaches, called hybrid approaches, has been an active field of research.

Time constraints are a very frequent type of constraints in planning and scheduling problems, they impose time limits within which a task can be processed, defining task’s earliest starting time (est) and latest finishing time (lft) or in other terms a time window for task processing (e.g. input materials arrival, due dates, equipment units maintenance). Moreover some other constraints can have some of its consequences translated in constraints on tasks time window limits as far as they impose some
ordering among tasks. This is the case for example with shared unary resources which can handle only one task at a time like equipment units or limited intermediate storage units. Shared cumulative resources like manpower can also impose constraints on time windows.

In this work direct and indirect time constraints are utilized both in planning and scheduling problems. At the planning phase they allow to analyze equipment units load and plan feasibility in terms of planned due dates and input materials availability. For scheduling purposes an APS-like scheduling heuristic is proposed which utilizes updated time windows to select and schedule a task at each step.

Constraints analysis and propagation is a maintenance procedure of tasks time window limits to be all together coherent. In planning problems this procedure enforces constraints on equipment units utilization and intermediate storage and transfer policies. During the scheduling procedure it is a maintenance procedure of time window, which modifies its limits to be coherent with the scheduling decisions already made. The term constraints propagation emphasizes that a task time window modification can trigger modifications on other tasks time windows if its consequences are conveniently propagated.

The objective of this paper is to discuss some of the propagation mechanisms and constraints analysis tools existing in the literature, basically constrained based search literature in the computer science area, and present some new propagation mechanisms developed by the authors. Those propagation mechanisms, coupled with tools for estimating equipment units load, have been implemented in an interactive planning & scheduling system for short term batch problems and in an APS-like scheduling system utilized in a chemical industrial plant.

2. Constraints propagation procedures

Constraints propagation techniques over tasks time windows have been developed by several authors (Erschler et al., 1976; Fox, 1983; Keng et al., 1988; Sadeh, 1991; Caseau et al, 1994; Cheng et al., 1997) and have been utilized in commercial software systems (ILOG, 1997). Main mechanisms are discussed below.

In a scheduling problem its utilization supposes that a previous planning system has determined all the batches that have to be scheduled, precedence relationship among them, equipment unit(s) assigned to each batch and an initial time window for each batch (that can be the entire scheduling horizon).

In this way each batch b of a task t has a time window given by its earliest starting time est(t,b) and its latest finishing time lft(t,b) and a processing time pt(t,b). For two batches one can have to precede the other by mass balance constraints prec(t1,b1,t2,b2)=true. Two time instants in a batch time window are derived from est and lft: its earliest finishing time eft = est + pt and latest starting time lst = lft − pt.

2.1 Constraints induced by precedences. (Erschler et al., 1976)

If there is a precedence between two batches, prec(t1,b1,t2,b2)=true then the following conditions must be enforced: est(t2,b2) ≥ eft(t1,b1) and lft(t1,b1) ≤ lst(t2,b2). If any of such conditions is not satisfied est(t2,b2) has to be increased and/or lft(t1,b1) has to be reduced thus reducing respective time windows. A similar constraint propagation can be enforced over batches of the same task assigned to the same equipment to avoid equivalent solutions.

Obligatory precedence relationships are deduced from mass balance considerations. The user as is usual in constrained based search may establish other precedence relations.
2.2 Constraints induced by zero wait transfer policies. (Rodrigues et al., 2000)
If there is a zero wait transfer policy between two batches \((t_1, b_1)\) and \((t_2, b_2)\) then the following conditions hold: \(\text{eft}(t_1, b_1) \geq \text{est}(t_2, b_2)\) and \(\text{lst}(t_2, b_2) \leq \text{lft}(t_1, b_1)\). If any of such conditions is not satisfied \(\text{est}(t_1, b_1)\) has to be increased and/or \(\text{lft}(t_2, b_2)\) has to be reduced thus reducing respective time windows.

2.3 Constraints induced by limited intermediate storage. (Rodrigues et al., 2000)
Time windows for batches producing and consuming an intermediate with limited storage capacity can be utilized to calculate storage time profiles in two limiting scenarios: i) production time allocation at est and consumption at lst and ii) production time allocation at lft and consumption at lst. In the first case if storage capacity is exceeded some production batches have to be delayed through est increases, in the second some consumption batches must be anticipated through lft reductions (which will reduce lst consumption times). Which batches must have its time windows reduced is not entirely fixed but starting with the first/last batches involved in the problem allow producing lower reductions.

2.4 Constraints induced by equipment units.
If a batch \((t, b)\) is assigned to an equipment unit its time window can induce a forced occupation during a time interval. In Sadeh, 1991, the concept of slot of total reliance is introduced as the time interval \((\text{lst}, \text{eft})\) which necessarily will be utilized by the task if \(\text{eft} > \text{lst}\) that is if the time window is lower than twice the processing time. Intervals of total reliance (by a batch) are not allowed to other batches assigned to the same equipment unit. This “hole” in a time window would make necessary to work with multiple disjoint time windows, which is not supported by actual constraint propagation mechanism. Nevertheless they can be taken into account in special conditions, for example when heads and/or tails originated by intervals of total reliance are useless because their extent is lower than processing time; in this case they can be eliminated thus leading to time windows reductions.

2.5 Equipment units load imposed by time windows.
In Caseau et al., 1994, conditions are presented in order to analyze in which situations a set of batches assigned to the same equipment unit lead to obligatory precedence relationships among some of them. Given a set \(S\) of batches \(i\) and a batch \((t, b)\) not contained in \(S\), conditions are obtained to conclude if \((t, b)\) does not precede the entire set \(S\), does not follow the entire set \(S\), precedes \(S\) or is preceded by \(S\). Earliest starting time (est\(S\)) and latest finishing time (lft\(S\)) for set \(S\) are defined as minimum est and maximum lft among the batches in the set, set processing time pt\(S\) as the sum of batches processing times. If lft\(S\) – est < pt\(S\) + pt then \((t, b)\) does not precede the entire set and the condition est \(\leq\) min\(\text{eft}(i)\) holds, if additionally lft\(S\) – est\(S\) < \(\text{pt}\(S\) + pt then \((t, b)\) cannot be processed among tasks \(i\) and it follows that \(S\) precedes \((t, b)\) so that the condition est \(\geq\) est\(S\) + pt\(S\) can be imposed. In the same way if lft – est\(S\) < pt\(S\) + pt then \((t, b)\) does not follow the entire set and the condition lft \(\leq\) max\(\text{lst}(i)\) holds, if additionally lft\(S\) – est\(S\) < pt\(S\) + pt then \((t, b)\) cannot be processed among tasks \(i\) and it follows that \((t, b)\) precedes \(S\) so that the condition lft \(\leq\) lft\(S\) - pt\(S\) can be imposed.

2.6 Equipment units load imposed by time windows.
In Keng et al., 1988 and Sadeh, 1991 similar concepts are presented to represent the load imposed on an equipment unit by the batches assigned to it. Keng defines batch criticality as the ratio between processing time and time window span, and equipment unit cruciality function as a time function obtained summing up batches criticalities. Sadeh introduces the batch individual demand as a time function representing the likelihood that a discretized time interval be used by the batch, and the equipment unit
aggregated demand summing up batches individual demands. Both authors utilize these concepts to guide constrained based search scheduling algorithms. These time functions are related to slack measures utilized by Cheng et al., 1997.

The authors have proposed to utilize equipment units load as useful insight in the planning phase to evaluate plant loading and possible bottlenecks (Rodrigues et al., 2000). On the other side it can be used during the scheduling procedure to reduce the burden of the constraint propagation mechanisms, which look for possible ordering among batches in the same equipment unit discussed in the previous section. In fact forced ordering among batches is likely to occur when equipment unit load is high or in the time intervals where load is higher. Equipment unit load has been used to filter out units and time intervals where the constraint propagation mechanism is launched reducing significantly the computer effort.

3. Simple planning problem

A very simple planning problem is used to illustrate time windows utilization. Four products A, B, C and D are manufactured through two stages (tasks) each. First tasks A1 and B1 share the same equipment unit U1. Tasks A2 and B2 utilize U3, C1 and D1 utilize U2, C2 and D2 utilize U4. Demand for products B, C and D is located at the end of the horizon (t = 432). There are three demands on product A at times 144, 288 and 432. Raw materials are available at t = 0. Given batchsizes the planning system leads to 8 batches for tasks A1 and A2 and 3 batches for all the other tasks. Tasks processing times are: A1(31), A2(33), B1(32), B2(32), C1(27), C2(16), D1(21) and D2(19).

Batches time windows and equipment units load (aggregated demand) are given in Figure 1.

Intermediate demands for product A lead to shorter time windows for initial batches of tasks A1 and A2 which leads to higher load on units U1 and U3 at the beginning of the horizon.

Suppose that the user wants to analyze if product B can be scheduled after product A as far as its batches time windows are large. With this objective earliest starting time - est of the first batch of task B1, B1/1 is modified from t = 0 to t = 280. Constraints propagation leads to the scenario of Figure 2. It can be observed that the increase in est
of B1/1 is propagated to the other batches of B1 and to the batches of the second task B2 as could be expected. What is less evident is that that same increase leads to reductions in lft of all the batches of tasks A1 and A2. This results from propagation of capacity constraints in the utilization of equipment units U1 and U3.

Some other time windows modifications by the user can be introduced. For example as load in units U2 and U4 are low the user may want to analyze if products C and D can be delivered early or started later with a postponed delivery of raw materials. Figure 3 shows the result when due date of product C is reduced to $t = 160$ and for product D raw materials are made available at $t = 160$ and due date is reduced to $t = 300$.

4. Time windows based scheduling heuristic

Many existing scheduling heuristics have been introduced in recent years into commercial Advanced Planning and Scheduling systems (APS). In general they utilize a constructive or simulation approach where, at each step, a batch is selected and a start time is defined. The constructive approach of the Gantt chart allows taking into account a great number of plant and recipe constraints as far as the actual situation of the plant is known at each step. In this way a convenient/feasible start time can be defined. The
main problem is batch selection. Selection often relies on a batch/task priority order defined by the user from the beginning of the scheduling procedure and/or a priority order in the choice of equipment units to treat bottlenecks first. Again bottlenecks are selected at the beginning. Batches time windows, and its maintenance through constraints propagation, allow developing scheduling heuristics with internal batch selection based on characteristics such as batches criticality, equipment units load and time interval spanned by each batch time window. Heuristics focusing on bottlenecks can benefit from updated equipment units load thus selecting at each step the unit and time interval where batches scheduling is likely to be harder. Heuristics aimed to schedule batches as soon/late as possible select the batch considering the batches whose time windows start/end earlier/later, without using the time instants where equipment units become available as the unique information for batch selection. This selection procedure coupled with candidate batches criticality allow picking up first batches with lower schedule possibilities. This in turn reduces the possibility of undesirable solutions, in the sense that some batches cannot be scheduled inside their time windows, thus implying that some due dates will not be fulfilled or raw materials deliveries must be anticipated. A heuristic aimed to schedule batches as soon as possible has been developed. The procedure utilizes a rolling time horizon and unscheduled batches criticality. Rolling horizon starts at the minimum earliest starting time – est among the unscheduled batches and has a duration established by the user. Batches with est inside the rolling horizon are candidate batches for selection. One batch is selected according to equipment units’ load and batch criticality. After batch allocation time windows are updated through constraints propagation as well as equipment units load. For the scenario in Figure 3 computer time was 5 seconds and all the batches were allocated inside its time windows.

5. Conclusions
Interactive and/or heuristic planning and scheduling techniques in short term problems can benefit from constraints propagation over batches processing time windows. They allow to visualize and take into account the consequences of decisions that often are complex and difficult to infer.
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